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Contact
Complete the form below and a member of our team will get back to you:

NameName


EmailEmail


PhonePhone


Postal CodePostal Code


Please include this information if applying to become a supplier
SubjectSubject


MessageMessage



SUBMIT

Sales: 08444939000
Accounts: 08444938001

Oak House, Woodlands Business Park, Newton-Le-Willows, WA12 0HF
info@oaktyres.co.uk
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40YRS+
Over 40 years perfecting the
RightTyrePriceTime/
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DRIVEN
DRIVEN BY TECH
Oak Tyres leads the industry in tech innovation. We use our experience and customer feedback to develop bespoke, cutting edge systems to ensure our tyres are always available where they are needed.
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500K +
500,000+ TYRES
Across our UK sites Oak Tyres holds more than half a million tyres in stock. From premium to budget, across all patterns and passenger/light commercial applications, if you need it, we have it.

Explore
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BRANDS
OUR BRANDS
Oak Tyres stocks a wide range of premium, mid range and budget brands. They include British brand Davanti Tyres and exclusive distribution of global brands Landsail Tyres and Evergreen Tyres.

Explore
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TEAM
EXPERT KNOWLEDGE
Since 1980 Oak Tyres has been at the forefront of the establishment and evolution of the wholesale tyre sector in the UK.

Rooted in its origins as a family business, Oak has established itself based on hiring the right people for the right roles - working with them to develop their skills and create the most knowledgeable, skilled workforce in the wholesale tyre industry.

From telesales to business development managers, warehousing to logistics and marketing to finance and accounts, at every level Oak Tyres gives customers an assurance that whatever they require, Oak has the solution.
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